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fires today 

experienced vast and destructive 
200 veal'S; manv areas have been 

more tha� once. Destructive wi res 
occur, but organ fire control, us 
technology, has greatly reduced their extent, 
in easily accessible areas. 

Today, lightning starts 25 per cent all fires in 
Canada, and accounts for more than half the total area 
burned. The remaining 75 per cent of fires are 
by human carelessness. Although woods operations, 
land clearing and railroads are important sources 
man-caused fires, recreationists campers, hunters, 
fishermen are the major offenders. And the cost to 
the taxpayer is h (see table page 1). 

The period from Iv 
as the forest-fire season, but Iy all the fires 
occur from May to August. In a typical year, most of 
damage is caused a small number of very fires. 



protection 

:lor communications and the i 
J the forested land. But by the 

being used for detection, transportation 
limited extent, for water-bombing. 

much 

The effectiveness of aircraft in fire-control operations 
increased dramatically after World War I I, when 
militarv aircraft such as the PBY Canso and B-26 
bombe'r were converted for dropping water and 
retardant chemicals. The postwar years really mark 
beginning of the modern era of forest-fire control in 
Canada. 

lportant as advances are, water dropping 
2mains primarily a holding action and must be closely 

coordinated with or followed by control action on the 
ground. Aided by various 'of mechaniz�d ground 
equiprnent, hand-tool crews are still the "intantry" in 
the battle against forest fire. 

beneficial uses of fire 

out only 
a resu 

both beneficia I plann 
experienced fire managers. In a prescribed burn the 

the natural role of fire 

Since it is so spectacularly ve, we to ink 
of forest fire as a totally negative force. But in human 
terms it is only to the extent that it threatens 



the future 

3 STEPS TO FIRE SAFETY 
IN THE WOODS 

1. ile 

2. Don't build a campfire if you don't 
one. When a fire has to be prepared, make 
it as I as possible. awav all 
flammable material down to mineral soil 
over an area of on all The 
fire should be in a small pit in the centre 

is area. It should also be built near a 
na- source of water if possible. NEVER build a 

fire against a stump or an old log. When 
leaving camp, always saturate ashes and 

with water, and stir thoroughly until 
are cold to the touch. If water is not 

lable, mix mineral soil with the 
and stir until the fire is DEAD OUT. 

3. 
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